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Abstract. This paper presents technique of two dimensional direction of arrival (DOA) estimation of

a source using uniform circular array (UCA) and channel state information (CSI). In orthogonal fre-

quency division multiplexing (OFDM) system signal is simultaneously transmitted over subcarriers

with different frequencies. CSI is a value that describes complex gain/attenuation and phase shift in-

troduced by wireless channel/environment on every subcarrier. Noting the fact that CSI values among

antennas and subcarriers include phase shift due to DOA and Time-of-Flight (ToF), a novel technique

of virtually extending the number of antennas by estimating the DOA and ToF at the same time is

described. Simulation results show that accurate DOA estimation can be achieved even with small

number of antennas.

Introduction

Direction of arrival estimation (DOA) problem arouse in the middle of last century in radar and sonar

systems, which are classical applications of sensor array signal processing. The main task of DOA

estimation is to extract azimuth and elevation angle informations from the received signal field. Wire-

less technologies developed very fast during the last few decades, and nowadays millions of people

are using wireless equipment in daily life. To meet the increasing requirements of data traffic more

complex modulation techniques and smart antenna structures were developed, and it became possible

to use array signal processing techniques in wireless communication for mobile/wireless user local-

ization. Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) is a smart antenna technology that is already used in

many communication systems. ArrayTrack[1] is an indoor localization system that exploits MIMO in

Wi-Fi to track users at a very fine granularity in real time indoors. In ArrayTrack Access Points (AP)

overhear the transmission and compute DOA based on the received frame. But, it doesn’t exploit mul-

tiple carrier property of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), which is implemented

in widely used 802.11W-Fi and Long-Term Evolution (LTE) standards. In [2], a novel approach called

FILA explores frequency diversity of the subcarriers and leverages channel state information (CSI)

values to build a propagation model for positioning with fingerprinting, while in [3] a novel location

signature CSI-MIMO incorporates CSI and MIMO of each subcarrier for fingerprinting. In [4] system

called SpotFi utilizes CSI information reported by commodity Wi-Fi card to simultaneously estimate

DOA and Time-of-Flight (ToF) of different sources. But all these methods provide only one dimen-

sional angle information, while nowadays DOA estimation in 2D, i.e. azimuth and elevation angles,

is expected due to accuracy requirements.

This paper describes method of two dimensional DOA estimation using uniform circular arrays. In

OFDM system data is sent on multiple carriers simultaneously, and channel state information value
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that represent complex attenuation and phase shift of different subcarriers. CSI among antennas in-

clude phase shift due to angle of incoming plane wave, so it is possible to extract azimuth and elevation

angle informations. And CSI among different subcarriers include phase shift due to ToF, so by simulta-

neously extracting angles and ToF informations from CSI it is possible to virtually extend the number

of antennas in UCA.

System Model and Problem Formulation

It is assumed that the array is circular withN antennas, andL narrowband source signals are impinging

on it from the far-field. The geometry of the array is shown in Fig. 1. All array elements are assumed

to be identical, omnidirectional, and uniformly distributed over the circumference of a circle of radius

R in the xy plane. A spherical coordinate system is used to represent azimuth and elevation angles

of incoming signal waves, with the origin being located at the center of the array. Elevation angle is

measured down from the z axis, and azimuth angle is measured counterclockwise from the x axis. The
nth antenna array is displaced from the x axis by an angle γn = 2πn/N,n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.

Fig. 1: UCA geometry under consideration

Due to different positions on the xy plane, complex envelope of incoming signal at the origin and

at nth element’s position has phase difference ψn = ejk0Rsinθcos(ϕ−γn)[5], where k0 = 2π/λ is a

wavenumber of a plane wave propagating in space with speed λ, θ and ϕ are elevation and azimuth

angles respectively. The array steering vector for the lth path can be written as

a(θl, ϕl) =


ejk0Rsinθlcos(ϕl)

ejk0Rsinθlcos(ϕl−γ1)

...

ejk0Rsinθlcos(ϕl−γN−1)

 (1)

and there are as many steering vectors as the number of sources. The output signal vector x of antenna

array, obtained by superposition of signals from all the paths is written as

x = As+ n (2)

whereA =
[
a(θ1, ϕ1), . . . , a(θL, ϕL)

]
is an array manifold, matrix with N rows and L columns, s =[

α1e
j2πfcτ1 , . . . , αLe

j2πfcτL
]T

is a vector of complex envelopes received by antennas with attenuation

α and phase shift due to ToF alongL paths, andn is a vector of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).

InOFDMsystem data is transmitted overmultiple subcarriers with different frequency simultaneously.
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CSI value represents overall attenuation and phase shift introduced by the channel at each antenna and

each subcarrier. Having N antennas and K subcarriers, CSI matrix can be written as

CSI =


csi1,1 csi1,2 . . . csi1,K
csi2,1 csi2,2 . . . csi2,K
...

csiN,1 csiN,2 . . . csiN,K

 (3)

where csin,k is the CSI value at the nth antenna and kth subcarrier. Obviously, CSI values among

different subcarriers have different phase shifts, this is because each subcarrier passes through the

same path or travels with the same ToF but on different carrier frequency. For example, in OFDM

system with equally spaced subcarriers, phase shift difference between two adjacent subcarriers is

Ω(τl) = e−j2πfδτl (4)

where fδ is frequency spacing between the subcarriers. And phase shifts of CSI values among different

antennas are different due to DOA of received signal. Combining Eq. 2 and Eq. 4 we can express CSI

matrix as below

CSI =


ejϑcos(ϕ)α ejϑcos(ϕ)αΩτ . . . ejϑcos(ϕ)αΩK−1

τ

ejϑcos(ϕ−γ1)α ejϑcos(ϕ−γ1)αΩτ . . . ejϑcos(ϕ−γ1)αΩK−1
τ

...
...

. . .
...

ejϑcos(ϕ−γN−1)α ejϑcos(ϕ−γN−1)αΩτ . . . ejϑcos(ϕ−γN−1)αΩK−1
τ

 (5)

where ϑ = k0Rsin(θ). In fact, received signal vector x described in Eq. 2 is a first column of CSI

matrix in Eq. 5. But here, in the first column, phase shift introduced by ToF is equal to 1 (or in other

words is absorbed into phase shift due to DOA). This assumption is made because the CSI values of

first subcarrier on all antennas have reference phase shift due to ToF, and CSI values of consecutive

subcarriers have Ωτ with the increasing power.

By stacking CSI values from all subcarriers and all antennas we construct modified output signal

vector x̂, with steering vector having N ×K (N antennas by K subcarriers) rows

â(θ, ϕ, τ) =

 First antenna︷ ︸︸ ︷
ΘΦ0, . . . ,ΘΦ0Ω

K−1, . . . ,ΘΦN−1, . . . ,ΘΦN−1Ω
K−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

Last antenna

 (6)

Thus, number of antennas in the modified steering vector of an array virtually extended by the number

of subcarriers. Here, steering vector has elevation dependence through Θ = ejϑ, azimuth dependence

through Φn = ejcos(φ−γn), n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, and ToF dependence through Ω. Number of steering

vectors is equal to number of sources, and modified array manifold Â is constructed by stacking all

steering vectors columnwise. Now, modified output vector x̂ can be written as

x̂ = Âζ + n (7)

where ζ = [ζ1, ζ2, . . . , ζL] is a row vector of attenuations along L paths.

The main task here is to extract angle information from vector x̂. MUSIC algorithm works with this

vector. TheMUSIC algorithm at a basic level conducts characteristic decomposition for the covariance

matrix of an array signal output (covariance matrix x̂x̂H of modified output vector in our case). which

results in a signal and a noise subspace. Noise subspace consists of eigenvectors corresponding to

eigenvalue zero. And main assumption of MUSIC algorithm is that these eigenvectors are orthogonal

to the steering vectors in array manifold[6]. That is true when array manifold is tall, which means that

the number of rows is larger than the number of columns, or in other words number of antennas in the

array must be large enough, at least be larger than the number of distant sources. In our case, as it was
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said before, using phase shift of complex envelope included in CSI values due to ToF number of rows

in array manifold is extended, thus making matrix Â tall. MUSIC algorithm for UCA using CSI can

be summarized as follows

Algorithm summary

1. Form sample covariance matrixR = 1
P

P∑
i=1

x̂x̂H , where P is the number of OFDM packets used

for estimation.

2. Perform eigenvalue decomposition of the matrix R. Order eigenvalues of R to be λ1 ≥ · · · ≥
λNK , and corresponding eigenvectors to be [µ1, . . . , µNK ]. Let eigenvectors corresponding to

L largest eigenvalues span signal subspace S = [s1, . . . , sL], and remaining eigenvectors span

noise subspaceG = [µL+1, . . . , µNK ].

3. Construct spatial spectrum PMUSIC(θ, φ, τ) =
1

aH(θ,ϕ,τ)GGha(θ,ϕ,τ)

4. Estimate DOA by searching for peaks

Simulation Results

To demonstrate performance of the described method several simulations were performed. A UCA

with only 3 omnidirectional antennas and with λ
2
antenna spacing were employed. First, we performed

simulation of DOA estimation of one source in the far field of the array with arrival angles given by

(θ, ϕ) = (90◦, 51◦). We assumed to have CSI values of 3 consecutive OFDM packets received at the

UCA, and that communication system used 64 subcarriers for data transmission, but CSI values of

only 60 subcarriers were used for DOA estimation. Estimated DOAs are in radians. Fig. 2 shows the

root mean square (RMS) DOA error as a function of SNR after 1000 trials.

Fig. 2: Result of 1000 Monte Carlo simulations

Next, we perfromed simulations of DOA estimation of two equipowered sources in the far field

of the array with (θ1, ϕ1) = (51◦, 90◦) and (θ2, ϕ2) = (72◦, 78◦). First source were assumed to have
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ToF equal to 50ns and second source’s ToF equal to 100ns. We compared described method with

UCA-ESPRIT[5] using 8 antennas, 64 snapshots and same DOAs. Fig. 3 shows simulation results

after 1000 trials

Fig. 3: Result of 1000 Monte Carlo simulations

Conclusion

A novel technique of virtually extending the number of antennas for DOA estimation process were

described. DOA and ToF of far field sources were simultaneously estimated using CSI of 3 consecutive

packets. Simulation results verified that the described method can achieve comparable performance

even with very small number of antennas in UCA. Method of 2D DOA estimation with UCA using

CSI only from one OFDM packet is leaved for future work.
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